Neonatal outcome of 937 children born after transfer of cryopreserved embryos obtained by ICSI and IVF and comparison with outcome data of fresh ICSI and IVF cycles.
To evaluate the safety of cryopreservation in combination with IVF and ICSI, prenatal diagnosis and neonatal outcome were investigated in children conceived from frozen-thawed ICSI embryos (cryo ICSI) and frozen-thawed IVF embryos (cryo IVF). Data were also compared with earlier published results from fresh ICSI and IVF embryos. Questionnaire data and results of physical examination at 2 months of 547 cryo ICSI children and 390 cryo IVF children were compared, and these were also compared with those of infants born after transfer of fresh embryos. Birth characteristics were comparable for cryo ICSI and cryo IVF infants. Cryo singletons showed a trend towards higher mean birthweight compared with fresh singletons, in ICSI and IVF, reaching significance when all cryo (ICSI plus IVF) singletons were considered. Low birthweight rate according to multiplicity was comparable between the fresh and the cryo groups, in ICSI and IVF. Non-statistically significantly increased rates of de novo chromosomal anomalies (3.2%) were found in cryo ICSI fetuses/children compared with the fresh ICSI group (1.7%) (OR 1.96; 95% CI 0.92-4.14). Major malformations were more frequently observed in cryo ICSI live borns (6.4%) than in cryo IVF live borns (3.1%) (OR 2.15; 95% CI 1.10-4.20) and fresh ICSI live borns (3.4%) (OR 1.96; 95% CI 1.31-2.91). In cryo ICSI compared with cryo IVF, prenatal and neonatal outcome results were comparable, except for a higher major malformation rate in the cryo ICSI group. In the total cryo group compared with the total fresh group, we found a higher mean birthweight in singletons and a higher major malformation rate in live borns.